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1571 ABSTRACT 
A technique is disclosed for achieving large populations 
of metastable spin-aligned He2(a31;,+) molecules in su- 
perfluid helium to obtain lasing in the vacuum ultravio- 
let wavelength regime around 0.0800pm by electroni- 
cally exciting liquid (superfluid) helium with a compar- 
atively low-current electron beam (100-200keV, 
5 1OpA) and spin aligning the metastable molecules by 
means of optical pumping with a modestly-powered 
(lOOmW) circularly-polarized CW laser operating at, 
for example, 0.9096 or 0.4650pm. Once a high concen- 
tration of spin-aligned He2(a32,+) is achieved with life- 
times of a few milliseconds, a strong microwave signal 
destroys the spin alignment and induces a quick colli- 
sional transition of He2(a3Lu+) molecules to the AIZ,+ 
state and thereby a lasing transition to the XIBg+ state. 

14 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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The novel features that are considered characteristic 
of this invention are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims. The invention will best be understood 
from the following description when read in connection 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of one embodiment. 
FIG. 2 is an energy level diagram useful in under- 

STABILIZATION OF HEz(A3);,+) MOLECULES IN 
LIQUID HELIUM BY OPTICAL PUMPING FOR 

VACUUM UV LASER 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 

formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 10 Standing the Present invention. 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). 

5 with the accompanying drawings. 

DESCRIPTION O F  PREFERRED 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION EMBODIMENTS 

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for It has been established that there is a possibility of 
stabilization of H ~ , ( ~ ~ z , + )  molecules in liquid (super- 15 achieving large populations of metastable, spin-aligned 
fluid) helium for vacuum ultraviolet lasing. He2(a3Z,+) molecules in electron-bombarded liquid 

(superfluid) helium by optical pumping using a circular- 

as will be discussed more fully hereinafter. Rate equa- 

state concentrations and favorable decay characteristics 

beam current and laser power. 

The shorter wavelengths, increased resolution, and 

traviolet (UV) and vacuum regimes, as contrasted 

applications, e.g., in physics and chemistry experiments 

transmission in space, and in biomedical experiments 
Before presenting the theoretical basis for the inven- 

25 tion, the method and apparatus will first be described and practice. 
A vacuum UV laser using electronically-pumped with reference to FIG. 1 which shows schematically a superfluid helium has been proposed in U.S. Pat. No. vacuum uv laser system comprising a Dewar Po hav- 3,972,008 in which spatial periodicity in the liquid he- ing a section 11 filled with superfluid helium, lium is induced by subjecting the fluid to acoustical or i.e., liquid helium that is maintained at a temperature 

other energy, to establish standing waves. These stand- 30 slightly below its A point by a vacuum pump 12. The 
ing waves produce resonant zones in the fluid, and the Dewar also has a wide section 13 large enough to re- 

0.0800pm. One variation which has been proposed in 

transparent mirror to induce periodicity in the fluid by 35 a low-current (51OpA) beam of high-energy (1m to 

laser energy which in some multiple of the laser radia- should be noted that the metal foil a window in 
tion that is to be generated by the System. In the Present the inner wall of the Dewar while the vacuum tube 17 
invention, optical pumping is not Supplied for the Pur- 40 covers a window in the outer wall of the Dewar. The 
pose of inducing periodicity in the fluid, but rather to envelope of the vacuum tube 17 thus forms the outer 
effect spin alignment of the molecules for wall of the Dewar over the window while the metal foil 
the purpose of increasing their population concentra- effectively forms the face of a cathode-ray tube. The 
tion and lifetime by inhibiting their deexcitation in bi- metal foil acts like a wide-mesh Screen to the 
molecular collisions. 45 which pass into the helium, and like an impervious 

membrane to the liquid helium. A sweep-control circuit 
19 connected to deflection plates P9a and P9b causes the SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the Present invention, a method electron beam to be continually swept up and down the 
for spin stabilizing excited He2(a3Z,+) = Hez* molecules length of the liquid helium column. 
in superfluid helium is comprised of the Steps of obtain- 50 The purpose of the arrangement described thus far is 
ing a high concentration of the metastable He,* mole- to obtain a high concentration of the metastable Nez(a3- 
cules using high-energy (> 100keV) electron beam, and Xu+) =He2* molecules from ground-state helium atoms. 
spin aligning the electronically-excited molecules by FIG. 2 is an energy level diagram (not to scale) showing 
means of optical pumping with a cw circularly-pola- the metastable level a3Zu+. Normally the metastable 
rized laser operating at suitable selected wavelengths, 55 molecules are quickly destroyed by mutual collisions. 
such as 0.9096p.m or the more accessible wavelength of As a result, the achievable metastable molecule popula- 
about 0.4650pm. Thus, by spin aligning or polarizing tion by electronic pumping alone is about 10l2 to 
the Hez* population, the destruction of Hez* by bimo- 1013pm-3. That may be sufficient for some UV lasing to 
lecular collisions is effectively suppressed to build up a take place by transitions from the AI&,+ level to the 
large concentration of He2* molecules. This high con- 60 XIZg+ level as collision of the He,* molecules destroys 
centration of optically-pumped metastables is used for them in favor of the AIZ,+ level, but a greater popula- 
vacuum UV lasing by quickly destroying the spin align- tion of He2* molecules may provide significantly more 
merit of the He2* molecules to induce collisional de- laser output. 
struction of the He2* molecules with a microwave sig- The He2* molecule population and the feeding rates 
rial in favor of those in the A'&,+ state. The population 65 into the A'&+ level from the a3Zu+ level are expected 
at that lower level and the feeding rate into that lower to be some 106and 1012times higher, respectively, by the 
level are higher than those achievable by an electron present invention than those achievable by the simple 
beam excitation alone. electron-beam excitation technique just described. The 

higher power densities of coherent radiation in the ul- ly-polarized cw laser of properly selected wavelength, 

with optical wavelengths, are of great importance in 2o tions developed indicate that high He2(a3Zu+) steady- 

(especially for molecular reaction studies), for power of electron can be achieved by use Of PeaSonable 

result is lasing in the regime around ceive some experiment 14 which may be connected to 
instrumentation 15. 

the aforesaid patent a laser beam through a semi- In the first step, an electron gun 16 is used to produce 

2OkeV) electrons directed through a vacuum tube 17 
and metal foil 18 into the liquid helium in the Dewar. It 

Photon energy instead of acoustic The standing 
waves that &mark the Periodicity are thus produced by 
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approach is to utilize a double-pumping scheme to tions from triplet-excited states to a singlet ground state 
achieve the necessary inverted populations. The second are spin-forbidden. The metastable character of these 
pumping to a fifth level is with a low-power (about species is apparently not impaired much when they find 
lOOmW) circularly-polarized CW laser 20. A mirror 21 themselves inside liquid helium. In fact, both absorption 
is used to direct the CW laser beam through a suitable 5 and emission spectra of the excited species in liquid 
window 21a into the column of liquid helium in order to 
keep the CW laser out of the path of the W lasing 
produced in the column. This optical pumping is fol- 
lowed by spontaneous radiative decay and quenching 
back to the fourth level of spin-aligned He2* molecules. 
Lasing transition of a greater population of He2* mole- 
cules can then take place to the X'Zg+ level. 

The theory is that if the metastable molecules He* are 
spin-aligned by means of optical pumping, then their 
mutual destruction by collision is strongly inhibited by 
the mechanism of spin conservation, and much higher 
metastable concentrations are achieved. By modeling 
the various metastable production and destruction pro- 
cesses in the presence of optical pumping, as will be 

helium are remarkably similar to thosk in free space. 
The explanation for this is that, as a result of repulsive 
forces between the excited electron in He* = He(23SI) 
or Hez* and the surrounding helium atoms in the liquid, 

0 a cavity or bubble is formed around each excited atom 
or molecule, so that the latter finds itself in a relatively 
unperturbed environment. As a result of this, the radia- 
tive lifetimes of the metastable He* and He,* are not 
expected to be dramatically shortened by the presence 
of the surrounding liquid. Actually there is some experi- 
mental evidence in favor of this expectation in that the 
main destruction mechanism of metastables is not radia- 
tive decay but bi-molecular collisions in the case of 
He,*. and He* to He,* conversion in the case of He*. 

described hereinafter, it has been predicted that the 20 The latter mechanismdoes not 
metastable concentrations of order 10'8Cm-3 can be a loss of electronic 

excitation but simply implies its transfer from atomic to achieved with a modestly-powered cw laser, 'Om- 
pared with concentrations of Only 10'3cm-3 with just molecular species. Both mechanisms will be discussed 

in detail hereinafter. F~~ the present invention, the 
important conclusions are that: (i) He2* molecules are electronic pumping. One optical pumping scheme 

Operating at 0'9096p.m* An Optical these molecules are predominantly destroyed by mutual 
deexcitation upon collisions. scheme (e3rgta3Z,+) with the laser operating at 

0.4650p.m might be more convenient in practice than 

ate the effects of He2*-Hez* collisions, then one could 0.4650p.m are more accessible. Still other optical pump- 30 
ing schemes are possible, but these are the two most hope to obtain both longer lifetimes and increased con- 

centrations of Hez* molecules in liquid helium. Actu- readily achievable. 
Once a high concentration of spin-aligned metastable ally, it is known that the bimolecular Hez* reaction is 

molecules is achieved (lifetime being about lms) the next diffusion-limited, the diffusion coefficient for the Hez* 
step is to populate the third (lasing) level, 35 molecules being determined by He,*-roton collisions. 
 AI^,+, shown in FIG. 2 by applying a strong micro- As rotons are excited at higher temperatures, the de- 
wave signal from a 22 tuned to the zeeman struction rate of He,* molecules is observed to de- 

frequency of the H ~ , *  molecule. This signal crease. However, this decrease is rather limited (about a 
is spread across the entire column of liquid helium by a factor Of 2, Over the temperature range explored in 
microwave feed horn 23 and may be applied in the 40 these experiments. Consequently, there iS little hope to 
presence of a magnetic field of about 1kG or higher to utilize the roton mechanism in trying to achieve higher 
reduce feeding time into the third level if necessary to metastable populations. 
achieve desired feed rates. This rapidly equalizes the A much more Promising effect could be the follow- 
population of the three magnetic sublevels of the He,. ing. If two colliding He,* molecules have their spins 
(a32,+) molecule because it destroys the spin alignment 45 aligned, i.e., are in the quintet state, then they cannot 
and induces a quick collision destruction 0fa3Zu+ mole- deexcite to a state of spin 0 to 1, assuming that spin is 
tules in favor of those in the AI&,+ state. Under these conserved. There is experimental evidence for spin 
conditions (super-radiant) W lasing (AIZ,++XIZg+) conservation in He*-He* collisions in gaseous helium 
occurs. Thus, in the transition of FIG. 2, A is the optical discharges. If spin conservation also holds in He,. 
pumping of Hez* molecules, (c3Zg+ta3Zu+) or (e%h 50 *-Hez* collisions in liquid helium, as there is good 
gta3Z,,+), B is the spontaneous decay and quenching of reason to believe (spin-orbit forces are known to be 
the optically pumped He2* molecules, C is the transition small in helium, and Hez* molecules in bubbles are rela- 
initiated by a microwave signal from the metastable tively little perturbed by the liquid environment), then 
state a3Z,+ to the A'&+ state, D is the lasing transition by spin-aligning or polarizing the He2* population, one 
to the XIZg+ state; and E is the depopulation of the level 55  could effectively suppress He,* destruction in bimolec- 
XIZg+. Once transition E is complete for a given mole- ular reactions and thereby build up large concentrations 
cule, the process may be repeated. This may be auto- of Hez* molecules. The desired polarization can be 
matic for a modulated W lasing action by operating achieved by means of optical pumping. 
the electronic and the optical pumping continually, and Once the desired population is achieved, a strong 
operating the microwave signal Source periodically. 60 microwave signal at the Zeeman resonance frequency is 
Following high-energy lasing action ~ ~ d ~ c e d  by the applied to rapidly equalize the populations of the three 
Pulsed mkrowave signal, there may be low-energY magnetic sublevels of the He2* molecule. As a result of 
lasing action characteristic Of electronic pumping for a collisions between the different He,* molecules thus 
brief period while the population Of spin-stabilized equalized, rapid &excitation of the molecules will 
metastable molecules is increased by optical pumping. 65 occur via the reaction 

A theoretical basis for the invention will now be 
discussed. The metastability of He2* molecules in free 
space is explained by the fact that electric dipole transi- 

(c3Zg+ta32U+) to the fifth level is with the cw laser 25 the longest-lived excited species in liquid helium and (ii) 

the first scheme because laser wavelengths of about It is quite that if a way be found to modere 

Hel* + He,*-He.,*-He,(A'L,+) + 2He 
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Then the transition quickly follows from He2(A1Z,+) to 
the molecular ground state He2(XIZ,+) with the emis- 
sion of a photon in the vacuum UV spectrum with the 
spectrum peaked at about 0.0800pm. The molecular 
ground state is unstable against dissociation into two 
ground-state helium atoms so that quick depopulation 
of level 2 to level 1 (FIG. 2) prevents induced absorp- 
tion and promotes the lasing transition from level 3 to 
level 2. 

Although particular embodiments of the invention 
have been described and illustrated herein, it is recog- 
nized that modifications and equivalents may readily 
occur to those skilled in the art. For example, low cur- 
rent (5lOpA) is used for the laser system of the em- 
bodiment disclosed. For high-power lasers, the input 
current would be scaled up as required. Consequently it 
is intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such 
modifications and equivalents. 

I claim: 
1. A method for achieving large populations of meta- 

stable spin-aligned He2(a3Z,+) molecules in superfluid 
helium comprising the steps of electronically exciting 
said helium with an electron beam and oDticallv DumD- 

6 
6. A method as defined in claim 4 wherein spin align- 

ment is achieved by optical pumping (e3rrg+a3Z,+) 
with said circularly-polarized continuous-wave laser 
operating at about 0.4650pm wavelength. 

7. A system for generating a pulse of coherent radia- 
tion in the ultraviolet wavelength regime about 
0.0800pm, comprising 

a Dewar containing a body of superfluid helium, 
means for electrically exciting said body of helium 

with an electron beam thereby to produce He2. 
(a3&+) molecules from ground state helium atoms, 

means for optically pumping said He2(a32,+) mole- 
cules with a continuous wave of circularly-pola- 
rized coherent radiation thereby to spin align said 

means for radiating said spin-aligned He2(a3Z,+) mol- 
ecules with microwave energy to destroy spin 
alignment, thereby to induce a quick collisional 
transition of said He2(a3H,+) molecules to He,- 
(A1&) molecules that spontaneously undergo a 
lasing transition to He2(X1Zg+) molecules. 

8. A system as defined in claim 7 wherein said circu- 
larly-polarized coherent radiation is at a wavelength 

5 

10 

15 He2(a3Zu+) molecules, and 

20 

- 
. I  about 0.9096pm. ing said helium with a circularly-polarized beam of 9. A system as defined in claim 7 wherein said circu- 

larly-polarized coherent radiation is at a wavelength coherent light from a continuous-wave laser. 
2. A method as defined in claim 1 for producing a about 0.4650pm. laser pulse of light in the vacuum ultraviolet wave- 

length regime from a concentration of spin-aligned for electrically exciting said body of helium is com- 
Hez(a32,+) molecules by radiating said 30 prised of an electron gun generating a beam of electrons 

metastable ItKkCUles with a microwave Signal to de- into vacuum space between the outer wall and the inner 
stroy spin alignment and induce a quick collision transi- wall of said Dewar in a direction passing through a 
tion of said metastable ~olecules  to He2(A1zu+) mole- window in said inner wall and through said helium, said 
cules followed automatically by lasing transition of said window being covered with a metal foil to contain said 
He2(A1Z,+) molecules to He2(X'Z8+) molecules. 
3. A method as defined in claim 2 including the step 11. A system as defined in claim 10 wherein said 

of providing a magnetic field parallel to the axis of said D~~~~ has a length in a direction said window 
optical Pumping laser beam said sPin-digned greater than a width in the direction of said electron 
metastable He2(a3Zu+) molecules are radiated by said beam through said window and helium, and said means 
microwave signal thereby to facilitate destroying Spin 40 for electrically exciting said body of helium includes 
alignment of said metastable molecules. means for continually sweeping said beam across said 

4. A method for achieving a laser puke in the ultravi- window the full length thereof for maximum direct 
olet wavelength regime about 0.0800 pm comprising bombardment of said helium to said electron beam. 
the steps of 12. A system as defined in claim 11 wherein said 

45 means for optical pumping with circularly-polarized 
coherent radiation is comprised of means for directing a 
beam of coherent radiation through said body of helium 
in a directional parallel to said window for exposure of 
a maximum volume of helium to said beam of coherent 

13. A system as defied in claim 12 wherein said 
microwave energy radiation means comprises a micro- 
wave feedhorn for spreading microwave energy radia- 
tion across the full length of said Dewar for maximum 

14. A system as defined in claim 13 including a mag- 
netic field parallel to the axis of said coherent radiation 
beam while said helium is radiated with said microwave 
energy thereby to facilitate destroying spin alignment of 

25 

A system as defined in claim wherein said 

35 superfluid helium and pass said electrons. 

establishing a body of superfluid helium, 
electrically exciting said body of helium with an elec- 

tron beam thereby to produce He2(a3Z,+) mole- 
cules from ground state helium atoms, 

spin aligning said He2(a3Xu+) molecules by optical 
pumping with a circularly-polarized continuous- 50 radiation. 
wave laser, and 

radiating said spin-aligned He2(a3Zu+) molecules with 
microwave energy to destroy spin alignment, 
thereby to induce a quick collisional transition of 
said He2(a3Z,+) molecules to He2(A1H,+) mole- 55 direct radiation of said helium. 
cules that spontaneously undergo a lasing transition 
to He2(X1Zg+) molecules. 

5. A method as defined in claim 4 wherein spin align- 
ment is achieved by optical pumping with said circular- 
ly-polarized continuous-wave laser operating at about 60 said He2(a3Z,+) molecules. 
0.9096pm wavelength. * * * * *  

65 


